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Gals
1) Find common language for
differentflavors of (derived)
geometry

2)Find applications to arithmetic andthe
other topics of this workshop!!



Higher Category viewpointon Geometry
Toen and Vezossi, Lurie.

letmergedthese to someextent

2 =stable presentable symmetric
monoidal D-category, ⑤

(Izo,2=o) a compatible
T-structure:o closed under

filtered colimits

the unit objectof 2
lies in 20

·

CaC* so
2

2 =2Y
a
full symmetic moorid

- subetegart
closed under finite coproducts its

2 whose objects form compact projective

generators. Some technical conditions



There are actually
L

twonotions of algebra
objects relative to2

CAge and DAlg2
However they agree when

I live

~over a field of characteristic zero.
LetAfter be the oppositecategory
of one ofthe above.
What kind oftopologies can
we define on Afte



geor DAlge
G Zaviskitopology
--, tiAgenerate
the unit ideal

covers A-Ag," "EAfn
if it

-

.fallidflatisthatone&Ti, Ai
Ho(A)

2) faithfully.
flat

topology



AsB

is anepimorphismof BRBIB
3) Monomorphism topology
A- A,t - - xAn =B
where A - Asis an

epimorphism
and

faithful

mih
M-0 > MqB-O

A-B is weakly tale
ifit is flat and
.. BOB

d is flat



W-ty Itale topology atte
B .

Far Cover Mes
Faithfully
Flat Covers I flat etale I

etie. I covers
&
B.A.

cover

nUl w.etde R

covers

-

es
②

⑭ 2 =Mody (e.g. as complexes)
usual

2 =Modp* for a ringR
As algebraic examples
-> Derived Alg. Geometry



In terms of analytic and
Smooth
will be genetite
larger rings and so we

wantto consider them
as rings with either

d ↳

extra extra
-

ealgebraic
E analytic

Structure e.g. Frechtor
Dual Frechet
Structure

We need to do this for formulat
like 0(X =Y) =0(*0(Y)



Fix a Banach ring R
e.g. I,p, R, Qp · k()

for k non-

archimedenn

ECC)) etc.
monoidal

1) Consider the category
Banks ofcomplete normal

and bounded R-linear
maps

R-modules Itis not
closed under infinite limits

and colimits which

arrise in functional analysis.
cok

2) Adjo"or*Siltered
colimits so objects are written

="Colim"VgW="colim"W
itI jt5j



categorical operations extend

Vow = W;R
wenever use uncompleted

H(V,w)
=ersorpionintheatt

itjtJ

closed symmetricmonoidal
structure stomp (Ym) defined
similarly
Definition:
- VFW is

strictif

cok(kerf - V)
=ker(Wecokf)



Aprojective objectinEnd (Banp)
-

is an objectsuch thatfancy
Strict epimorphism
VW we get

a subjective map

Hom(P, V) sHom(P, w).
AfewobjectFE Ind (Barp) is
an objectsuch thatfor any strictmonom

-W RVT)is a strictmore
-Born Fnd(Barp)

is the full subcategoryof
objects "colim"Viwhere

itI

the transition maps are injective.



when R =Kor p this is equivalentto
the category of
to quectorspaces us bornology colection of

-

subsets thoughtofas bounded
satisfying some axioms.

nice
° =categoryofprojecting

in End (Banp)
e.g. direct sums of

projectives inBank
2

so

the sifted cocompletion

= Stab(2=0) (modeled by
Building Blocks simplicial
Re i objects inas formal power series

-

Zaix"with condition
i =0

Elailr"= ThentestBane



Which topology is appropriate?
⑰ The open sets in the
Zariskitopology are
too big

② Many topologies in
algebraic geometry have

covers of the form
2 Xa 73 where

each Dais flat.
These are interestinghere
but

as the following exampleshows the Xi are also too bigfor analyticpurposes. usinga



LetA=4p(x)
Aw =ASE

(xz - 1)
Ar =xp43'>
Ar is not flat over A

⑳a W

St war=d
0 -AsAr- Ar/1 - 0 A=503LAw*Ar=Ar cohomologicalgrading



③ So we consider fie

monomorphism topology

EA -B32 finite

as a conservativecou

where BF Ba EBX 2

Results A
Recover Rigid Geometryon
Affinoids (2013) and other
types ofanalyticgeometry
(daggen, Stein etc)
This topology alsomakes senseand isinteresting
in algebraic geometry I

(w(usual tensor)



My hope is to analyize/
maybe enlarge
the Berkovich Spectrum
of K.

· IR

M(x)yays...
# # is

· Findinteresting covers by↳ymoves

e
-



· Idea thatif S =M1)
-

RH(OCS),[(is) of a certainform

=Ext](0(s),x)
~0(M() - S)-

S

-

E

Eofsuchacore
e

-

-(I)
-

spec[(y)

isinEnziggle



PIRcompletion ofI ④wrt to
EdDire maxEl10,1103

Ep: =([3)/(x-P)
R="colim"[343ny-)

in z21,2,3,.-3

-E
like integral adeles




